FREE INFORMATION SHEET

REAL ESTATE SALE IN

LANDKREIS LANDSBERG AM LECH
The city of Landsberg on the banks of the Lech can look back on an eventful history, which
is based not least on its strategically favorable location. As the Roman emperor Claudius had
the military and trade route Via Claudia Augusta built in AD 46, this was the most important
connection from Italy over the Alps to Augsburg. With his imposing old town backdrop, the
impressive Lech weir and the numerous churches, towers and gates give the city a fascinating insight into bygone days times. In addition to the unmistakable architectural backdrop
of the old town, they are also tempting various festivities and events every year with many visitors coming to Landsberg. We have already sold some properties in the Landsberg am Lech
district in the past - whether classic apartment, semi-detached house, single-family house,
multi-family house as well as land or new construction projects - we have brought sellers and
buyers successfully together!

The Landsberg district am Lech offers
a nice environment
to live.

We know Landkreis
Landsberg am Lech
best! Use our market
knowledge!

YOU ARE CURRENTLY CONSIDERING TO SELL YOUR PROPERTY IN THE LANDKREIS LANDSBERG?
Then we are at your disposal as a local sales specialist! We have been active in the real estate
sector in the region for over 20 years and can therefore optimally advise and support. We
know the market - and not just superficially, but up to in the smallest detail. Thus we have
the possibility of a detailed and market-driven evaluation for your property so that a sale goes
smoothly and without „nasty surprises“.

REAL ESTATE
SALE WITH REAL
ADDED VALUE &
LOCAL EXPERTISE

INFORMATION WITH REAL VALUE
■ We evaluate your property with professional valuation programs for you fair market
price
■ We take a lot of time for your concerns and possible concerns / worries
■ We check your property, especially in the case of land or older houses possible value
enhancement potential such as building rights or expansion options
■ Not everyone gets your property - the buyers creditworthiness will be precisely checked by us
■ We would also be happy to advise you after the sale, e.g. if you are reinvesting the
sales proceeds
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